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Patients who have passed a urinary stone are all able
to retell the symptoms and circumstances surrounding it with vivid detail. They will invariably describe
the severe, debilitating ﬂank pain, nausea, and emesis
during stone passage. Some even suffer AKI and
infection. The threat of a recurrent stone can be a
powerful motivator for both the patient and the
provider who cares for him to identify dietary and
medical interventions to reduce recurrence risk.
To guide these interventions, 24-hour urine testing
has historically played a central role. The rationale
behind this testing is that, by assaying the urine for
promoters and inhibitors of stone formation, the
provider can better select a diet modiﬁcation or
pharmacologic agent for the patient (1–3). Such a
“selective therapy” approach stands in contrast to
“empiric therapy,” whereby dietary and medical
interventions are applied without any urinary chemistry data (4). For instance, it is common practice to
recommend increased ﬂuid intake and a low-salt diet
to a ﬁrst-time stone former, even without knowing his
urine volume or sodium. How much of urinary stone
prevention is selective (versus empirical), and does the
24-hour urine help tailor pharmacologic management?
Song et al. (5) attempt to address these questions in this
issue of CJASN.
The context in which 24-hour urine testing is
performed is important to consider. Not every ﬁrsttime stone former will recur. In fact, recurrence rates
are only about 20% at 5 years and 31% at 10 years (6).
Put differently, most ﬁrst-time stone formers will not
have another symptomatic stone event. Although
there is broad agreement that 24-hour urine testing
is useful among patients at high risk for recurrence
and that it can be skipped in low-risk, ﬁrst-time stone
formers, there is much more controversy on the marginal patients between these two extremes.
At the very least, we should not expect each patient
with kidney stones to need 24-hour urine testing. In
the study by Song et al. (5), prevalence of testing was
13% among a veteran population with stone diagnoses between 2007 and 2013. Is this rate too low? In
comparison, among privately insured stone formers
considered at high risk for recurrence, the prevalence
of testing has been shown to be only 7% (7). Although
veterans’ rates were higher, it is important to note that
the authors did not distinguish between high- and
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low-risk patients, including all who were free from a
stone diagnosis or related procedure in the 2 years
before their index encounter.
A key ﬁnding from the study by Song et al. (5) is
that patients who underwent 24-hour urine testing
were more likely to be prescribed thiazide diuretics,
alkali therapy, and allopurinol than those who did
not. Speciﬁcally, the authors observed 8%, 15%, and
5% increases in thiazide diuretic, alkali therapy, and
allopurinol prescription rates, respectively, before
and after 24-hour urine testing. Among those
who did not have 24-hour urine testing, these rates
were much lower (0.2%, 3%, and 1%, respectively),
suggesting the 24-hour urine’s utility in helping
to select pharmacologic management for stone
formers.
However, confounding by disease severity must be
taken into consideration when reviewing these results. The two populations compared—those who did
and did not undergo 24-hour urine testing—are likely
dissimilar. The administrative data analyzed by the
authors lacked much of the medical history and stonespeciﬁc information used in clinical practice to
determine a patient’s stone risk, and those veterans
who underwent 24-hour urine testing presumably had
more severe manifestations of their disease. In other
words, the observed increases in the rates of pharmacologic management after 24-hour urine testing could
also reﬂect population risk.
Regardless, the authors’ data reveal that 24-hour
urine testing helps guide pharmacologic management
among those with more severe urine chemistry abnormalities. Note that rates of urine oxalate, citrate,
and calcium testing varied (72%, 76%, and 94%,
respectively). Thiazides were prescribed more commonly when hypercalciuria was more severe (+21%
when urinary calcium was .400 mg daily versus +9%
when urinary calcium was 201–400 mg daily). The
same was observed with alkali therapy when urinary citrate was lower (+34% when urinary citrate
was #200 mg daily versus +24% when urinary citrate
was 201–400 mg daily).
Another provocative ﬁnding is the role of specialists
in treating patients with urinary stone disease. Most
veterans with stones see only a urologist (57% in this
cohort). A nephrologist is the sole provider in 11% of
patients, with an additional 11% jointly managed
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with a urologist. Patients are more likely to start medical
therapy for hypercalciuria when seen by both a nephrologist and a urologist (+24%) followed by a nephrologist only
(+17%), a urologist only (+11%), and neither (+4%). This
ﬁnding raises the possibility of another type of selection
bias known as referral bias. In particular, patients who
see both nephrologists and urologists may have more
severe stone disease and higher recurrence risk. Alternatively, providers without the expertise to interpret 24hour urine testing may perceive a barrier to initiate
pharmacologic management (8).
The authors raise an important question in their conclusion. Why are the vast majority of stone formers not
prescribed medications that are known to reduce recurrence risk? This presumes that the presence of a urine
chemistry abnormality would motivate providers to
prescribe a medication and that patients would be willing
to adhere to it.
Not captured in the authors’ data are the factors
weighing patient and provider decision making when
choosing among different dietary and medical interventions, especially when considering that these interventions are often lifelong. There is a growing interest in
understanding patient perspectives and health-related
quality of life as they relate to decision making around
urinary stone disease prevention (9,10). These factors
certainly need to be factored into future evaluations of
the effectiveness of different prevention strategies in the
real world.
We must also keep in mind that the most important
outcome is whether these strategies result in meaningful
reductions in stone recurrence. Long-term adherence
rates to dietary and medical interventions among stone
formers require further study. Future research should
examine the role of 24-hour urine testing for initial
diagnosis and treatment monitoring and how the results
from 24-hour urine testing can translate into personalized care.
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